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1 Summary  
In 2014, following some preliminary site visits, Historic Environment Projects was 

commissioned to undertake the archaeological assessment of a newly-acquired 

property at Trease, Pendeen, West Penwith by Jon Brookes, National Trust Countryside 

Manager for West Cornwall. 

Trease is a typical small West Penwith farm holding, comprising a mixture of enclosed 

land which is likely to have been farmed continuously since late prehistory and scrubby 

unenclosed croft land within which mining has taken place over several centuries, the 

most recent iteration of this being an ambitious but unsuccessful operation from 1906 

until about 1919. 

This last working utilised some extremely unusual equipment resulting in some very 

rare industrial remains surviving on the site, these including the foundations for Pinder 

Concentrators, Record Tables and a relatively well preserved Merton Furnace, the only 

example of this type of structure anywhere in Cornwall. 

The results of the historical research and field survey are summarised in this report, 

together with details of their findings, a statement of significance, summary condition 

assessments and outline recommendations for the future management of the property.  
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Fig 1. The location of Trease, Pendeen, West Penwith. 

Fig 2. The extent of the survey area at Trease. 
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2 Introduction 

2.1 Project background 

In 2013 Historic Environment Projects discussed the proposed acquisition of a parcel of 

land at Trease in West Penwith from Mrs. Grenfell with representatives of the National 

Trust, the site consisting of a group of agricultural enclosures of early origin adjoining 

the existing NT holding at Boscaswell to the east, and a substantial area of scrubby 

croft land containing the surface remains of the Trease Shaft section of the former 

Boscaswell United Mines. Following a site visit with Peter Bee for the NT Building 

Department, Roger Maclean: a local conservation mason, and a representative of Shield 

Environmental to determine the likely costs of recording, decontaminating and 

conserving some of the mining remains on site, the purchase of the property was 

approved by the NT. In early 2014, Historic Environment Projects were asked to put 

together a Written Scheme of Investigation and a cost schedule for carrying out a 

survey of the property. Particular focus was to be paid the recording and interpretation 

of the mining remains, together with management recommendations, with the aim of 

providing the basis on which a conservation programme for the property as a whole 

could be drawn up. Preliminary scrub clearance was carried out in advance of the 

survey by Kernow Maintenance Ltd. in early May 2014. 

2.2 Aims 

The principal aim of the study is to produce a Phase I survey of the newly-acquired 

property at Trease, Boscaswell and its components. As well as providing an overview of 

its history, this will allow an assessment of any detailed building recording and the 

conservation needs both of the property as a whole, and its buildings in particular.  

The objectives are to produce a written report summarising the findings of the 

assessment and setting out recommendations for further work, as well as to produce an 

entry to the OASIS/ADS-Online database. 

2.3 Methods 

2.3.1 Desk–based assessment 

During the desk-based assessment historical databases and archives were consulted in 

order to obtain information about the history of the site and the structures and features 

that were likely to survive. The main sources consulted were as follows: 

 Cornwall HER 

 Relevant published sources 

 Historic maps, including  

- Joel Gascoyne’s map of Cornwall (1699) 

- Thomas Martyn’s map of Cornwall (1748),  

- OS 1 inch survey (c1810) 

- St. Just in Penwith Tithe map (c1840),  

- 1st and 2nd Editions of the OS 25 inch maps (c1880 and c1907) 

 Modern maps 

 GIS layers curated by Cornwall Council 

 Aerial photograph coverage of this area 

 Relevant material in the Geevor Archive. 

 Discussions with Peter Joseph, former Curator of the Trevithick Society and with 

Tony Clark, a specialist in the interpretation of Cornish mine dressing floors. 
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2.3.2 Fieldwork 

An archaeological walkover survey of the project area was undertaken, utilising a 

composite base map created during the desk-based assessment. The nature, general 

dimensions and condition of already documented features and boundaries was recorded 

in note form, whilst any earthworks or other features which were not recorded at the 

DBA stage were added to the base map, described, and geo-located, where required, 

using a hand held GPS unit. 

A measured survey of the Trease tin mill was based on an existing survey of the mill 

undertaken by Peter Joseph, additional detail being added by direct measurement.  

2.3.3 Fieldwork: photographic recording 

Colour photographs taken with a digital camera (with a resolution of 8MP or higher) will 

be taken during the fieldwork stage. 

The photo record will comprise: 

 general views of the property 

 a base record of the standing structures, particularly their elevations 

 examples of structural and architectural detail  

Methodology for the photography is set out as follows: 

 Photographs of details will be taken with lenses of appropriate focal length 

 A metric scale will be included in views, except where health and safety 

considerations make this impractical 

2.3.4 Post-fieldwork 

Drawing up field surveys 

The measured sketch survey of the property was scanned and overdrawn utilising a 

CAD programme. 

Site records created by Peter Joseph were utilised when interpreting and drawing up 

the North Boscaswell mill surveys.  

Creation of site archive 

To include: 

 Archiving of digital colour photographs (stored according to HER guidelines and 

copies of images made available to the client). 

 Archiving of the annotated base map and other materials produced during the 

DBA and walkover survey. 

 Completion of the English Heritage/ADS OASIS online archive index. 

Archive report 

This written report includes the following sections: 

 Summary 

 Project background 

 Aims and objectives 

 Methodology 

 Location and setting 

 Designations 

 Site history 

 Archaeological results 
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 Significance 

 Recommendations  

 References 

 Project archive index 

 Supporting illustrations: location map, historic maps, plans, elevations/sections, 

photographs 

A paper copy and a digital (PDF) copy of the report, illustrations and any other files is 

lodged with the Cornwall HER. Paper copies of the report have been distributed to the 

client, to local archives and national archaeological record centres. 

Archive deposition 

An index to the site archive has been created and the archive contents prepared for 

long term storage, in accordance with HE standards.  

The archiving will comprise the following: 

1. All correspondence relating to the project, the WSI, a single paper copy of the 

report together with an electronic copy on CD, stored in an archive standard 

(acid-free) documentation box 

2. Copies of the survey photographs stored on a CD in a format to be agreed with 

the NT. 

3. The project archive has been deposited with the National Trust. 

3 Location and setting 
See Figs 1 and 2. 

The site consists of most of the former tenement of Trease, Pendeen, centred at SW 

38011 35174 and covers 115,500 square metres (11.5 Ha). Trease is sited on the West 

Penwith coastal plain to the north of the hamlet of Lower Boscaswell and to the south of 

Pendeen Watch; Geevor mine lies not far to its south west. The site is accessed via 

public footpaths from Pendeen and from the road through Boscaswell Moor. The place 

name Trease is currently applied to an area of Lower Boscaswell a short distance to the 

west of this property. 

The survey area extends to the boundaries of the recent NT property acquisition, which 

adjoins their Boscaswell property to the west, is bounded by the stream valley between 

Boscaswell and Pendeen to the east and north and is bounded by privately-owned land 

to the south. 

The underlying bedrock within the southern 20% of the property consists of the Lands 

End Granite, whilst that within the remainder of the property to the north consists of 

metamorphosed Upper Devonian Mylor series mudstones and siltstones, Trease Shaft 

having been sunk on the surface contact between the two geologies on the Boscaswell 

Lode. A mine search undertaken for the National Trust refers to a schematic plan of the 

Boscaswell Downs Mine which shows 12 lode outcrops within the property and one 

bordering its eastern boundary. Within the property outcrop workings are present on 

only one of these lodes – that passing through Trease Shaft. 

The northern fields within the property are in short-grazed long-term pasture, as they 

appear to have been for at least the last two decades; the southern part of the property 

is covered by a mixture of gorse scrub, bramble and bracken which had become well 

established by at least 1973, and was described as ‘heathy pasture’ in 1840. 

The Trease property is traversed by a public footpath from its south east to its middle 

western boundary, this running from Lower Boscaswell to the valley below Pendeen 

Watch. Another footpath connects the site to the Morvah to St. Just road to the south, 
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whilst a link to the Coast Path is provided by a footpath skirting the northern property 

boundary and crossing its north-western field. 

4 Designations 

4.1 International 

The whole of the Trease property falls within Area A1 of the Cornwall and West Devon 

Mining Landscapes World Heritage Site. 

4.2 National 

The coastal strip immediately to the north of the property is designated as part of the 

Carn Aire to Carrick Du Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) (Fig 18). 

4.3 Regional/county 

Trease is part of the Cornwall Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB), and is 

designated as an Area of Great Landscape Value (AGLV), an Area of Great Scientific 

Value. The coastal strip (to the north of the Trease property boundary) is designated as 

a RIGS. 

4.4 Site history 

This site, backing Boscaswell Cliffs consists of a mixture of coastal farmland to the 

north which is likely to have been in agricultural use since late prehistory and which has 

a place name which originates during the medieval period. The alignments of some of 

the stone and earth boundaries defining the fields on the farm and to its south west 

suggest the presence of an underlying lynchetted field system originally laid out during 

late prehistory. This would almost certainly have been associated with a courtyard 

house settlement, quite possibly that at Lower Boscaswell, as no trace of any late 

prehistoric settlement site was detected during the site walkover. The present 

boundaries themselves are of later construction, incorporating several phases of build 

and rebuild. They are not as substantial as those on the Boscaswell tenements 

immediately to the west, which incorporate very large amounts of horizontally-laid 

tabular field clearance stone, and which almost certainly date to the 19th century 

reorganisation of this part of the landscape when earlier fields were parcelled up as 

miners’ smallholdings. At Trease, in contrast, many of the boundary features have the 

appearance of ones which have developed over a longer period of time, reflecting 

several phases of partial reconstruction. 

The site has at least medieval (if not earlier) origins, Gover noting that Trease was first 

recorded in 1262, the name of the settlement deriving from the Cornish ‘Tre’: 

farmstead and ‘Rid’: ford, clearly a result of the location of the farm near a fording 

point across the nearby stream. The extent of the medieval farm (the location of whose 

farmstead is unrecorded and which has left no physical remains) is unknown, though as 

elsewhere in West Penwith it would have comprised of a mix of relatively fertile coastal 

plateau, with coastal roughland and rough grazing inland, almost certainly adjoining the 

farm on Boscaswell Downs.  

Ploughed down lynchets across much of the coastal land give an indication of the 

nature of this long history of agricultural use, but the construction methods utilised in 

the construction of the present arrangement of the stone boundaries, whilst possibly at 

least in part following long-established lines, betrays their rebuilding during the post-

medieval period, most likely during the late 18th or early 19th century in a style which is 

both distinctive and local to the Boscaswell/Pendeen area, and which reflects the 

extensive clearance of surface stone from the fields when small farms were laid out on 

the cliffland during this period. Equivalent evidence for continuous exploitation of the 

coastal plateau since prehistory is to be found to the west along the coast within the 

adjoining NT property at Lower Boscaswell (Sturgess 2003). 
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None of the early large scale maps of Cornwall produced between the mid 17th century 

and the mid 18th century by Norden, Gascoyne and Martyn (Figs 3 to 5) or the 1st 

Edition of the OS 1” to a mile mapping dating to circa 1807 (Fig 6) depict the 

settlement of Trease, suggesting that it must have been abandoned during or shortly 

after the medieval period, its land subsequently being farmed from neighbouring 

farmsteads. 

Some of the medievalised fields immediately to the south west of Trease were, during 

the late 18th or early 19th century, re-divided into many smaller enclosures to create 

smallholdings for local miners (St. Just Tithe Map, Fig 7). At Trease, however, a block 

of fields, together with areas of rough land immediately inland and on the coast, was 

parcelled up into a small farm, as shown on the circa 1840 St. Just Tithe Map (Fig 7), 

this new farm probably dating to the first decades of the 19th century. The post-

medieval farmstead, barn and mowhay lay at the south-eastern edge of a group of 

eight fields and a number of small paddocks. The circa 1840 apportionment for the St. 

Just Tithe Mapping records the following for the tenement of Trease: 

Landowners: Nicholas Grenfell, John Scobell, Esq. and Samuel Borlase, Esq. 

Occupier: Thomas Mason 

         Acres, poles, perches 

28 The Mill Croft   Arable  1.3.9 

29 Mill Pool and Lay Field  Arable  2.0.30 

30 House Field   Arable  1.1.25 

31 House Field   Arable  1.2.0 

32 House, courtelege and lane    0.0.32 

33 Tregear’s Field   Arable  1.2.3 

34 Mowhay       0.0.7 

35 Inclosure from Croft  Arable  0.0.6 

36 Inclosure from Croft  Arable  0.0.9 

37 Inclosure from Croft     0.03 

38 Middle Field   Arable  1.1.16 

39 Little Croft    Arable  1.3.13 

40 The Ring Field   Arable  2.1.4 

41 Little Croft    Arable  2.1.34 

42 The Bough Croft   Heathy pasture 12.0.33 

43 The Bough Croft   Heathy pasture 7.1.37 

Total      36.1.31 

Two buildings depicted in the Bough Croft are assumed to relate to mining activities 

associated with earlier incarnations of North Boscaswell Mine and were not described 

with the Tithe Apportionment. Another small building between House Field (31) and The 

Bough Croft (43) is also not identified within the schedule. This is tinted red (rather 

than grey) on the map, indicating that it was occupied (however, some mine buildings 

are also tinted red on this map). 

Thomas Mason also occupied a tenement in Calartha Farm (adjoining to the north east) 

in 1840, this extending to 19 acres, 2 poles and 38 perches. The joint ownership of the 

land at Trease by Grenfell, Scobell and Borlase (three of the major landowners within 

St. Just during this period) may have some significance in relation to the ways in which 

this land was farmed during the late medieval and early post-medieval period. 
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Census returns from 1841 to 1901 were consulted via on-line registers. Trease was not 

mentioned in the 1841 St. Just in Penwith census, but Thomas Mason (aged 50) was 

listed as resident at Calartha with his wife and six children.  

By 1851 Pendeen had become separated from St. Just parish. Three households were 

recorded at Trease: that headed by James Ellis (34) a farmer of 12 acres living with his 

wife and daughter, that headed by Thomas Roberts (81) a tin miner living with his wife 

and two sons (both tin miners) and that headed by George Roberts (22), living with his 

wife, young son and a lodger. 

In 1861 there were two households at Trease – one headed by Charles Ellis (36) a tin 

and copper miner living with his wife, two sons working as tin miners, a son and a 

daughter at school and two infant sons and one daughter. The second was headed by 

John Williams, a 20 year old miner, whose household consisted solely of his wife. 

The relevant section of the 1871 census for Pendeen is not available on-line. 

In 1881 and 1891, the pair of dwellings at Trease were recorded as uninhabited, whilst 

by 1901 Trease was no longer listed as a place of occupancy. It seems therefore that 

Trease was actually a fairly short-lived settlement – perhaps occupied only between the 

1830s until the mid-1870s when many mines were closing down and local men and 

their families were emigrating abroad to find work. 

What is difficult to establish is where up to three households were accommodated in 

1861. It is possible that two families could just have squeezed into the small farmhouse 

at Trease, but the third household may well have been accommodated elsewhere – 

perhaps in the small building in the croftland to the west of Trease Shaft. Even so, the 

larger room on the ground floor was only 24 square metres in area; the 

kitchen/scullery area may have been accommodated in the smaller eastern part of the 

building, which had a floor area of 14 square metres. There would probably have been 

an upper floor, though contemporary cottages generally had very low ceiling heights 

and provided sleeping areas only. This upper floor might have been a single room or a 

pair of rooms separated by a timber partition, and would probably have been accessed 

by a ladder (there is no evidence for stairs, which would have taken up too much space 

in such a small house). This gives a total floor space within the building of 76 square 

metres to be shared, in 1861, by a husband and wife, two young working adults and 

four other small children (assuming that the second household at Trease was housed 

elsewhere). Of this 76 square metres, a maximum of 62 square metres was probably 

available for the accommodation of the eight people, including four adults (the 

remainder of the floor space being within the kitchen/scullery). We can probably 

assume that everyone slept upstairs in a space extending to 38 square metres. The 

downstairs room at the western end of the building must have served as a common 

living room, shared by all. It is assumed that the younger children would have little or 

no personal space within the building.  

Clearly, the combination of so many people in such a small space would have made for 

a pretty cramped cottage when everyone was at home. If the three households listed at 

Trease in 1851 were actually accommodated in this single dwelling, it would have had 

to somehow house seven adults and six children. 

Two other things emerge from the examination of the census returns. Firstly that only 

in 1851 was the head of any of the households at Trease described as a farmer. 

Secondly, no head of household appears in more than one census – perhaps 

unsurprisingly given the volatility of the mining economy through this period. 

The 1st and 2nd Editions of the OS 25” to a mile mapping dating to circa 1877 and 1908 

(Figs 8 and 9) show no evidence for boundary removal within the tenement during the 

late 19th century and the early 20th century, though a small area of croftland was 

enclosed between these dates. 
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Trease farmstead was abandoned during the 20th century, and was subsequently 

tenanted by neighbouring farmers, the ownership of the land having devolved solely to 

a Mrs. Grenfelll by the date when it was transferred to the National Trust. 

The valley forming the eastern boundary of the property running from Carn Eanes 

through Boscaswell to the sea at Mill Zawn is documented as having had a long history 

of mining and exhibits clear physical evidence for this activity (Sharpe 1992). The 

valley had clearly been streamed for alluvial and eluvial tin during the medieval period 

(Gerrard 1986), Moody recording this activity continuing as late as 1782 on Calartha 

Common (within the valley just to the east of the property). The stream would also 

have provided an important source of water power for stamping mills serving the local 

mines, and as source of water for leats serving more distant sites, a pair of these 

features feeding stamping mills and dressing floors on the lower part of the Geevor site 

which probably date to the 18th century, whilst a third fed a small mine on Boscaswell 

Cliff. 

A line of closely-set ventilation shafts running up through the valley marks the route of 

the underlying adit draining the Boscaswell mines to the south (there being at least 20 

of these shafts), other elements of the mine being depicted on the circa 1840 St. Just 

Tithe Map (Fig 7), particularly adjacent to the road from St. Just to St. Ives. Symons’ 

1857 map of the St. Just Mining District marked five lodes outcropping on the cliffs 

near Mill Zawn, the most prominent workings on these being those on Wheal Caroline 

Lode which had been initially worked on its outcrop as open coastal gunnises and 

subsequently by shafts sunk onto the lodes. A good example of a horse whim platform 

adjoins a pair of shafts close to the coast at this location. Additional adits are 

documented as having been driven by the Boscaswell United Tin and Copper Mines Ltd 

from 1906 until about 1919. The higher of these outfalls adjacent to the coast path to 

immediately to the north west of the Trease property; a deep adit documented in 

several accounts probably outcrops just to the west of Mill Zawn. 

The lodes underlying this part the coastal landscape were reworked in depth by Geevor 

Mines Plc from the mid-1960s until the closure of the mine in 1991, Simms Lode 

proving particularly rich, though in poor ground. 

The area forming the southern part of the property is characterised by scrubby and 

largely undivided croft which was the site of a short-lived and unsuccessful 20th century 

mine. Archive maps (Figs 7 to 9) show this area as possessing no internal boundaries 

and down to scrubby grassland or heathland, though containing two small buildings 

assumed to be related to mid-19th century mining activity. One of these survived until 

at least 1877 (Fig 8), with a marked shaft to its south-west. One further field had been 

created within the formerly open land on its north-western corner between 1840 (Fig 7) 

and 1877 Fig 8), extending the original field system. By 1907 (Fig 9), the first buildings 

constructed by North Boscaswell Mine had appeared within the southern area of 

scrubby open land. The modern OS mapping shows the footprints of the early 20th 

century mine which developed here in the years following 1906 (Fig 2). No boundary 

removal has taken place within the northern part of the project area. 

Boscaswell United Mine was marked on Symons’ 1857 map of the St. Just Mining 

District, but there is no evidence of a mine of that name at work until 1907. In 1906, 

the North Boscaswell section of the old Boscaswell Mine was reopened to explore its 

lodes. The results proved promising, and a company was formed to work a set 

comprising the former Boscaswell Mine, Boscaswell Downs and Pendeen Consols under 

the title of the North Boscaswell Mining Company (though worked under the name 

Boscaswell United Tin and Copper Mining Company Ltd. from 1912). A temporary 

winding engine and sinking headgear were already installed by September 1906. The 

managing Director was Douglas Steuart, a man with interests in other mines near 

Lelant and St. Ives, whilst the Mine Manager was Willie Thomas: the Manager at 

Botallack during this period at the beginning of the 20th century when it was briefly and 

unsuccessfully reopened.  
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The clearance and sinking of a shaft on the property seems to have been carried out 

with some considerable enthusiasm (Fig 19). By September 1906 this shaft was 84 feet 

deep and had intersected a lode 2’ 6” wide assaying 43lb tin to the ton, as well as some 

copper. In early 1908 the shaft was reported as being 190 feet deep and by the end of 

the year it had been deepened to 282 feet, whilst a level had been driven eastwards for 

322 feet. In this year it was reported that the equipment already on the mine included 

‘a steam hauling engine, pumps and pumping appliances, headgear and shaft-house, 

blacksmiths’’ and carpenters’ shops and an office’. Further development continued in 

the following year, shaft sinking also taking place at Treweek’s Shaft to the west, whilst 

it was reported that New Trease Shaft was to become the focus of attention in the 

future, whilst Grenfell’s Shaft had been sunk to 72 ft and a drive started in the direction 

of Trease Shaft. Dines (1955) records that Trease (or Wheal Fortune) Shaft was 

eventually 50 fathoms (300 feet) deep, whilst levels had been drive on the 84 foot and 

180 foot levels, and an adit had been driven into the mine from Mill Zawn to the north. 

A further shaft (Stewart’s, which lies just to the north east of the survey area) had also 

been opened up and some small-scale development undertaken from it. 

However, it seems that the initial prospects were not met with the success that had 

been hoped for, and the mine was suspended more than once during the following 

twelve years. One source (Joseph 1998) suggests that milling did not commence until 

suitable plant had been acquired by Steuart from the Worvas Downs and South 

Providence mines near St. Ives in 1909 (in which he also had an interest), following a ‘s 

short-lived period of operation there between 1905 and 1907. Noall’s 1982 account of 

this working mentioned the following machinery in its mill: a two cylinder  self-

condensing 150 hp  horizontal engine driving ten heads of Californian stamps, a stone 

crusher, winding gear, a small air compressor and an Evans’ pump (for dewatering the 

mine), the steam being supplied by one marine and two vertical Cochran boilers. There 

was another horizontal steam engine for hoisting. The mill was capable of processing 

30 tons of ore a day. This catalogue accords very well with what we know to have been 

installed in and adjacent to the Trease mill (though other accounts suggest that the 

Worvas Mill contained 20 heads of stamps. 

The buildings and plant established at the time were either new or nearly new, some 

representing early adoptions of very recently-developed mining technologies. An 

undated postcard (probably 1906-7, Author’s Collection, Fig 19) shows the mine at a 

very early stage of development when a temporary headgear and winding engine to its 

east had been set up on site. Rather later photographs (probably circa 1914) 

reproduced in Bullen (2000) depict the mine in its fully developed form, and give a 

good indication of the forms taken by the majority of its buildings, including the 

headgear, permanent winding engine house and boiler house, mill and one of the 

service buildings. A 1973 aerial photograph (Figs 11 and 12) also shows the route of 

the tramway linking the Trease site to another shaft to its south south east – Treweek’s 

- which was also being worked by the mining company, as well as the sites of a pair of 

substantial reservoirs supplying the mine mill, and the probably feeder leat to them.  

An undated (though bearing a 1918 date) document in the Geevor Archive incorporates 

a plan and section of the mill – in the event, the finalised layout differed in detail from 

these proposals, though most elements were incorporated into it, the plant consisting 

of 10 heads of Californian Stamps, an engine with associated boilers, Frue vanners 

(these are documented, but no indications that they were installed can be traced), a 

tube mill and Pinder tables, together with a Merton pattern multi-deck roasting furnace 

(calciner). A survey undertaken by Peter Joseph (a copy of which was kindly supplied to 

HE Projects) provides a reasonably complete layout of the mill and an interpretation of 

its components, and has been used in the interpretation of the current survey (Fig 25). 

A flow sheet dated to 1918 (Fig. 21), again from the Geevor Archive) shows how the 

equipment was operated to produce a tin concentrate, a middles product and tailings 

material. 
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Some of the equipment used in the undertaking was virtually unique in Cornwall, 

reflecting an attempt to utilise up to date technologies, these including the four Pinder 

(Sturtevant) circular shaking tables (Figs 20 and 23), a Record vanning table (Fig 24), 

a pair of Cochran vertical boilers (developed only a few years previously and more 

usually installed as auxiliary power sources in ships, Fig 22) and a Merton furnace (an 

improved form of ore calciner patented in 1904) to clean up the concentrate through 

the removal of sulphide minerals. 

Burt’s mineral statistics give an indication of the scale of operation at the mine, 11 men 

being employed underground and six at surface in 1906. The numbers rose steadily 

until 1909 when the total number of employees was 41 (16 underground and 15 at 

surface). In the following year the number had dropped to 30 (10 underground and 20 

at surface, presumably reflecting the construction work going on), but the figure of 27 

in 1911 masks the fact that only two men were working underground. In 1912 there 

were 15 men underground 14 at surface and in 1913 the numbers were more or less 

the same, with 20 underground and 10 at surface. The mine was briefly suspended in 

1911 and again in 1913, and it was placed on care and maintenance between 1914 and 

1915. In 1918 the mine had clearly been restarted, with 29 men employed 

underground and 19 at surface, but it was recorded as having been suspended by the 

end of the year. The reason is unknown. 

A 1919 report on the mine (Geevor Archive) dating to just after this last suspension 

listed the 35 foot high headframe with its ore bin, winding engine and associated 

boilers, a combined carpenters’ and fitters’ shop, a steam-heated blacksmiths’ shop 

with two forges, a steam-heated changing house or dry capable of accommodating 100 

men, a store, a mine foreman’s office and assay office, a general office, and a tramway 

and gantry linking the shaft to the mill. A 400 yard tramway linked Trease Shaft with 

Treweek’s Shaft, where there was a further headgear, hauling engine and boiler at this 

date. 

Within the mill, the report detailed ten heads of Californian stamps in two groups, three 

Sturtevant concentrators (Pinder Tables), one Record vanner, a condensing steam 

engine fed by two Cochran vertical boilers, a tin dressing house with its Merton furnace 

and a further Sturtevant concentrating table and buddle. Elsewhere on site were two 

large ponds used to store the water needed for the operation of the mine, together with 

all necessary services. The plan in the Geevor Archive also indicates the presence 

within the mill of a number of classifiers (used to split the feed to tables into sands and 

slimes), a tube mill to grind oversized sands, and sets of elongated settling tanks. One 

account (cornwall-calling.co.uk/mines/st-just-area/Boscaswell-united.htm) suggests 

that the mine was transferred to Home Minerals Ltd in 1918, a company which was also 

exploring Carnelloe Mine near Zennor and Silver Valley near Liskeard, and that the 

mine was still operational in some form in 1919. In November 1922, the Mining Journal 

reported that the mine was being resumed after some months of suspension, but that a 

new shaft in the western part of the property was being sunk in virgin ground, and that 

the workings accessed by the previous mining company was being ‘left alone’. It was 

also noted that there were 20 heads of Californian stamps on the property, though they 

were currently not being operated. 

It seems, however, that these endeavours came to nothing, and the mine was again 

suspended not long after. The mine was still intact in 1927, when a further report (in 

the Geevor Archive) was written about it indicating that it was, at the time, idle, having 

ceased work some years before. The report mentioned that the double skip road 

terminated at the 185 foot level, well short of the Trease Shaft sump 100 feet below. 

Additional Frue vanners had been installed, suggesting that some expansion of the 

original dressing floors had taken place since their original equipping in 1909, shaft 

drives were mentioned as being used to transfer power around the mill and to power 

the furnace and other equipment on the tin floors, whilst the Robey rock breaker 

included in the inventory would have been used to reduce the ore fed to the stamps to 

a suitable size. Steam-powered pumping equipment was also mentioned. This later 
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report suggested a number of improvements which would be required to increase the 

capacity of the mill and improve its efficiency, suggesting that there were well-

developed proposals to re-open the mine. 

However no subsequent opening ever took place (almost certainly as a result of the 

economic uncertainties of the Great Depression), the mine company was dissolved, and 

its equipment was sold off together with any useful materials remaining on the site 

(including most of those utilised in the construction of the buildings). The total 

production from the operation of the site between 1906 and 1918 amounted to only 30 

tons of tin concentrate, but no copper or arsenic, whilst it is unlikely the subsequent 

short-term re-openings produced any tin whatsoever. 

Following its abandonment during which many of the mine buildings seem to have been 

almost wholly dismantled down to their foundations to recover their equipment and 

reusable materials, the low grade agricultural land within which the mine had been 

sited was allowed to return to bracken, bramble and gorse scrub. Geevor Mine took 

over the mining setts within this area 1937, though substantial reworking did not take 

place until the mid-1960s as part of an expansion programme when Geevor reworked 

the underlying lodes to any substantial degree at depth (including the highly productive 

Simms Lode). Trease Shaft was sollared over with timbers, whilst the other open shafts 

on and surrounding the site were fenced around to make the area safe for livestock 

grazing and to protect the public. 

5 Survey methodology and results 
See Figs 69 and 70 and the inventory table for locations, and Figs 25, 26, 29, 56 to 59 

for detailed plans and elevations and the inventory for details of individual features. 

The National Trust arranged for areas immediately surrounding buildings and other 

definable features associated with North Boscaswell Mine to be brush cut to facilitate 

access for survey in early May 2014. 

A thorough search of available maps, photographs and other documentation for the 

site, as well as relevant aerial photographs, allowed a survey base map to be compiled 

in advance of the walkover survey. Peter Joseph kindly provided a copy of his survey of 

the Trease mill layout, whilst Tony Clark supplied information relating to North 

Boscaswell Mine from his archives, as well as a survey of Pinder table mountings within 

the mill which had been carried out by Tony Brooks as part of his researches into 20th 

century ore dressing technology. 

The walkover survey was undertaken on the 14th and 15th May, this concentrating on 

the fieldscape and the areas around the mine buildings which had been cleared of scrub 

utilising previous surveys drawn carried out by Peter Joseph as a basis. Those areas in 

which clearance had not been carried out remained (and at the time of writing, remain) 

inaccessible by virtue of the high gorse and brambles which cover them could not be 

surveyed. Survey detail for these areas has been derived from aerial photographs and 

other documentation. 

Within the fieldscape, the characteristic dimensions and materials used in the 

construction of the boundary features were recorded together with the locations of 

gateways and stiles. Where artificial lynchetting was found, its locations were sketched 

onto the base map. The survey was extended slightly out beyond the boundaries of the 

project area where this was abutted by mine shafts, tracks and other features; the 

extensions of lynchets found within the project areas were also sketch plotted. 

In relation to the built structures, scaled plans and elevations of Trease farmhouse and 

barn were drawn up on site (Figs 26 and 29). Peter Joseph’s survey of the Merton 

calciner was checked for accuracy and detail in the field and his surveys added to (Figs 

56 to 57 and 58 to 59). The mill layout was surveyed by field checking and amending 

Peter Joseph’s survey drawing (Fig 25). 
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5.1 Prehistoric period 

The survey suggested that although the some elements of the field boundaries are 

strongly likely to be based on alignments laid out in late prehistory, the fieldscape had 

undergone several periods of subsequent reorganisation, many of the present 

boundaries being likely to have been substantially reconstructed during the late 18th 

and early 19th century. No trace of the documented round (enclosed late Iron 

Age/Romano-British farmstead) were found. The identification of this putative site (the 

field centred at SW 37909 35284) is based on a place name (The Ring Field) listed 

within the St. Just Tithe Award apportionment. It does not refer to the shape of the 

field which is sub-rectangular, so may relate to a circular feature which was formerly 

visible here. 

Often substantial lynchets were found within the fieldscape. Whilst some were noted at 

the lower boundaries of some fields (these averaging around a metre in height), others 

were notable in that they ran along alignments unrelated to the present field system, 

suggesting that they reflected some elements of underlying, earlier enclosures. It is 

suggested that these contouring, ploughed down lynchets are likely to be late 

prehistoric in date. Lyncheting against the lower edges of some of the boundaries is 

more likely to be Medieval or post-medieval in date. 

The whole of the enclosed improved land is currently in long term grass leys, and there 

was no opportunity to identify individual ploughsoil artefacts which might illustrate the 

early history of this part of the landscape, or concentrations which might suggest 

particular focii within it. It is likely, however, that the area would have contained a 

Bronze Age round house settlement, as well, perhaps as that of a late prehistoric 

courtyard house settlement. 

5.2 Medieval period 

Little is known of the medieval history and land-use of Trease beyond the 

documentation of a farmstead here in 1262. The location of this site is unknown and no 

evidence for it was noted during the field survey. The place name is currently applied to 

part of nearby Lower Boscaswell. The National Mapping Programme transcripts from 

aerial photographs suggest some evidence for rather ephemeral strip fields on the 

north eastern side of the property, though no evidence for this could be found on the 

ground, as well as just beyond its north western boundary in an area which is now very 

overgrown. It is assumed that there would have been some boundary removal and 

rationalisation (as well, perhaps also some realignment) of the prehistoric boundary 

arrangements during this period to produce larger, more readily ploughable fields, but 

full medievalisation and the creation of networks of open strip fields did not take place. 

A pair of small rectangular enclosures defined by 1m high banks (Fig 36) within the 

western part of the southern area of croftland have a different alignment to the sturdy 

post-medieval (probably mid to late 18th century) stone faced stone walls which 

characterise the fields to the north of Boscaswell, and may represent remnant parts of 

a series of medieval outfields. They are, however, entirely without context, and only 

relatively datable by their relationship with these later walls. 

5.3 Post-medieval period 

Trease was not shown as a discrete settlement on the early maps of Cornwall produced 

by Norden during the 17th century, Gascoyne in 1699, Martyn during the early decades 

of the 18th century or the Ordnance Survey at the beginning of the 19th century. It 

seems most likely, therefore that it was farmed as part of one of the large estates 

nearby – most likely that focussed on Pendeen Manor. However, during the early 

decades of the 19th century, Boscaswell was the focus of a substantial mining boom, its 

originally tiny agricultural population being rapidly swelled by an influx of miners and 

their families. Much of the farmland to the north of Botallack and Pendeen was 

parcelled up into smallholdings to accommodate this rapidly expanding population 

during the early decades of the century; shortly thereafter rows of new cottages began 
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to be erected in Bojewyan, Pendeen, Boscaswell and Trewellard (as well as in the new 

settlements to the west – Carnyorth, Botallack, Truthwall and Tregeseal – whilst St. 

Just expanded substantially, quickly becoming a small, bustling town. 

The creation of Trease tenement and the construction of the farmhouse and barn took 

place during this period, and it is likely that local archives could provide information 

which would throw light on the precise date at which this occurred, and the basis on 

which the farm was tenanted. It is probably safe to assume that the cottage and barn 

at Trease were built by the first of the 19th century tenants, and that the cottage would 

have been roofed in thatch. 

Substantial stone-faced stone walls found in some parts of the property (Fig 33 and 35) 

are similar in appearance (though markedly less substantial) than the network of 

boundaries which characterise the landscape to the north of Boscaswell, and which are 

assumed, from their form, to have been constructed (or possibly substantially added 

to) during the last decades of the 18th century and the early decades of the 19th 

century, when this farmland was parcelled up into smallholdings for local miners. The 

forms taken by of these boundaries suggest a period of intensive stone clearance from 

local fields during this period, possibly to improve them for intensive arable use, though 

it may also be the case that these often-massive stone walls incorporate stone from 

other boundaries which were removed at this time. Other boundaries are take the form 

of rather less substantial stone-faced earth walls (Fig 34). 

There are three standing structures associated with Trease Farm. Of these the barn 

(Figs 29 to 31) is almost wholly complete, but requires consolidation, the farmhouse 

(Figs 26 to 28) has lost its upper storey, but has already been conserved. The third 

structure lies to the east of Trease farmhouse. It was intact in 1973 (AP evidence), but 

had been reduced to a 4m long by 1.1m high stretch of walling incorporated into a 

boundary hedge by 2000 (CC AP evidence). 

5.4 Industrial features 

The valley dividing Boscaswell from Pendeen was streamed for tin during the medieval 

period (Gerrard 1986), though no evidence for this activity is to be found within the 

Trease project area.  

There is, however, some evidence for early mining activity at Trease. This takes the 

form of a series of linear outcrop workings which can be traced from near the north 

western corer of the croftland through the site of the unnamed shaft and Trease Shaft 

and out through the southern boundary of the site. These originally extended rather 

further to the south, as can be seen on the 1971 PMB aerial photograph (Figs 11 to 12) 

running towards the site of a further shaft, but this area has been improved and they 

have left no trace in this field. To the north west, the projected line of the outcrop 

passes through the substantial isolated shaft mound at SW 37889 35168 and to the 

small square, stone walled enclosure on the northern boundary of the property at SW 

37797 35291, this almost certainly being the site of a further shaft. The outcrop may 

be that worked from the openworks and shafts in Mill Zawn. 

The date of this outcrop working is unknown, but it is known that mining (as opposed 

to streaming) was carried out on Boscaswell Downs from at least 1508 (Gerrard 1986). 

These narrow (typically less than 2.0m) elongated, closely-set workings with spoil 

banks thrown up either to their sides or downslope could well date to the 16th or 17th 

centuries. All documented shafts on this lode have been sunk onto this outcrop line, 

suggesting that some, if not all of them, may also be of pre-19th century date. 

An important mid-19th century phase of operation is recorded for Boscaswell Downs 

during which the mine produced both copper and tin, its peak year being 1863. It is 

probable that the chain of adit shafts to running down through the valley to the east of 

the project area was re-utilised during this period of operations. Some of these shafts 

abut the eastern edge of the Trease property, and whilst most have been filled, or are 

sollared over, one (at SW 38183 35222, Fig 65) is open, and the sound of running 
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water at no great depth can be heard within it. Another large shaft immediately to the 

south of this location also appears to be open. Two small mine buildings were also 

documented in the area to the east of Trease Shaft (see Figs 7 to 9), and two small 

buildings to the east of Trease farmhouse (see Fig 7) may also have had mining 

functions, whilst fragmentary masonry remains adjacent to the northern property 

boundary seem to have been associated with the 19th century Boscaswell Downs 

dressing floors. 

The principal evidence for mining activity at Trease consists of the above ground 

elements of North Boscaswell Mine (Boscaswell United), opened in 1906 and operated 

on a relatively small scale and rather unsuccessfully for the following 12 or so years. 

Despite their rather poor condition, these remains are particularly interesting in that 

they are, almost uniquely for a Cornish mine, single phase in nature. They also include 

the physical evidence for some rare ore dressing equipment. 

In summary, the surviving components of the early 20th century mine at Trease include 

(from south to north): a tramway linking it to a satellite production shaft (Treweek’s), 

several sections of hard-surfaced mine roadway, the remains of three (of originally 

four) mine service buildings, the site of a temporary winder house, the remains of the 

later winding engine house and boiler house, Trease Shaft  and an unnamed shaft 

immediately to its north, a pair of substantial reservoir ponds which fed the dressing 

mill, the documented location of a tramway linking Trease Shaft to the mill, a complex 

and not fully understood early 20th century dressing mill utilising Californian stamps, 

Pinder and Record concentration tables, and a Merton Furnace with its associated dust 

chambers and tin finishing floors. Seawards again are the sites of two further shafts 

and the portal of a shallow adit. 

These remains are particularly important for several reasons: firstly, they provide the 

only physical evidence anywhere in Cornwall for the use of some unusual ore dressing 

equipment, secondly, the equipment used here was fairly well documented, though it is 

clear from the fieldwork that there are significant differences between what was 

planned and what was constructed and thirdly, the field remains very unusually for 

Cornwall represent a single phase mine. 

6  Significance and recommendations 
Detailed recommendations on a site by site basis are contained in the inventory (see 

below). 

The Trease property is, in many ways, characteristic of many of the farms which are set 

along the coastline between Pendeen and St. Just. Its fields contain evidence for a 

continuity of agricultural activity from late prehistory through the medieval period and 

into the post-medieval period. Miner-smallholders also worked the land here, bringing 

up their often-large families in cottages which would seem unbelievably cramped to us 

today which they would have built with their own hands.  

Nearby, in areas of land which had probably always been marginal, used for rough 

grazing and the gathering of ferns (bracken) for animal bedding and turf and gorse 

stogs for fuel, local miners had streamed the valley floors for alluvial tin and chased 

outcrops of tin and copper inland from their cliff exposures. During the 19th century the 

working of these lodes had briefly brought substantial employment to the local area, 

spurring the building of the nearby industrial hamlets, together with the houses for the 

beam engines which pumped water, wound ore and waste and stamped the ore. As 

elsewhere in this landscape, the internationalisation of mining during the later decades 

of the 19th century brought increasing economic uncertainty, hardship for local miners 

and eventually, irresistible pressure to desert their cottages and seek work abroad. 

At Trease, as elsewhere in Cornwall, optimism ran high during the early years of the 

20th century, and entrepreneurs decided to give the local mineral lodes one more try. 

Like most of this type of venture, theirs was a short-lived failure. Though the farmland 

continued to be worked, the mine buildings were gutted and demolished, and the site 
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was left to scrub in. In many ways Trease epitomises the landscape development and 

social history of the St. Just mining district. 

The first requirement for the Trease property is to understand its development, nature, 

significances and needs. Preliminary scrub clearance has allowed outline archaeological, 

ecological, mining and building surveys to be undertaken and some of these have 

pointed up the need for the further vegetation clearance works which will allow details 

of the site to be better understood and specific hazards investigated and addressed. 

Whilst the enclosed land is in good heart, and its boundary features have, by and large, 

been well maintained, the croft land has, according to local people, scrubbed in 

considerably during the last couple of decades, obscuring many of the features it 

contains. 

It is clear that a small number of shafts will need to be made safe (though should 

remain accessible) and those buildings which survive should be conserved to ensure 

their futures. In the case of the Merton Furnace, it is already clear that the very 

necessary decontamination involved in this will be expensive. Selective clearance of the 

very substantial scrub cover should allow the introduction of a conservation grazing 

regime which will gradually increase the biodiversity of the holding, and will also greatly 

increase the visibility of features within it and enhance access to them. 

There may be a need for some rationalisation of access to, through and around the 

property as a result. At present there is only one direct access point from the nearby 

South West Coast Path (in the small north eastern field); a further public footpath 

accesses the site from the St. Ives road (following the old mine roadway), and another 

traverses the southern part of the site following a route from a point on the road to 

Pendeen Watch to Lower Boscaswell. Local people also walk their dogs along the 20th 

century mine road and in the enclosed fields. Given the long-established scrubbing in of 

the property, no route from Trease Shaft down through the site of the mill to the 

Merton Furnace currently exists, though the creation of one would be advantageous if 

people are to be encouraged to explore and appreciate this aspect of the site. 

There may be some requirement for the interpretation of the site given the nature and 

condition of many of its components. If on-site interpretation is envisaged, any panels 

or boards should be of subtle design and installed in locations where they will not 

detract from the essential qualities of the site. Potential locations for these might be at 

one or more of the site entrance points, within the mill and/or at the Merton Furnace 

and within Trease farmhouse. The information contained in this and other specialist 

reports commissioned by the National Trust should be of use in creating these, whilst a 

small number of archive images in local collections may be useful illustration sources. 
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7 Inventory table 
 

NT PRN NGR Feature Description Condition Management 

recommendations 

92640 Centred SW 37989 

35266 

Probably late 

prehistoric 

lynchetted field 

system 

Elements of a lynchetted field system 

underlie the current arrangement of field 

boundaries. Some elements of this field 

system can be seen to continue 

westwards into the neighbouring enclosed 

fields to the north of Boscaswell where 

they appeared to be associate with a 

documented courtyard house.  

Substantially ploughed 

down, but still 

detectable in some 

areas. 

Avoid any ploughing of 

these features which 

would result in further 

spreading and damage 

to any underlying 

archaeological layers. 

92641 SW 37906 35279 Round field 

name 

The 1840 Tithe Mapping records the name 

of this field as ‘Ring Field’, possibly 

suggesting that it was the location of a 

late prehistoric round. 

There is no physical 

evidence at this 

location to suggest the 

former location of a 

late prehistoric 

enclosed settlement. 

Monitor this field for 

artefacts if ploughed. 

92642 Centred SW 37989 

35266 

Medieval/post-

medieval partly 

lynchetted field 

system 

Some of the fields at Trease display 

lynchetting up to 1m high at their lower 

ends which may reflect the results of 

Medieval or early post-medieval ploughing 

activity. 

Substantially good. Retain and maintain all 

surviving boundaries. 

92643 Unlocated Trease Medieval 

settlement. 

The settlement of Trease was first 

recorded in 1262, this Cornish place name 

meaning ‘the farm by the ford’. The date 

of abandonment of the settlement is 

unknown. 

No physical traces of 

this documented 

medieval settlement 

could be identified, 

and its precise location 

remains unknown. 

None. 

92644 Centred SW 37972 

34992 

Two enclosures 

defined by 

earth banks 

Two small sub-rectangular enclosures 

defined by earth banks were revealed by 

scrub clearance in the western part of the 

croftland at Trease, close to the boundary 

Some elements remain 

scrubbed in, some 

sections have been 

strimmed. Minor cattle 

Clear remaining 

sections of bank to 

allow measured 

survey. Monitor for 
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with the Boscaswell smallholders’ fields. 

The earth banks are up to 2m wide and 

0.75m high where best preserved, though 

to the north they are less substantial, and 

they have, in places been damaged by 

mining-related activity. Their date of 

creation is unknown. They are on a 

different alignment to the neighbouring 

late 18th century/early 19th century 

smallholders’ fields whose boundaries 

appear to partly overlie the western parts 

of these enclosures. Whilst it is possible 

that they are remnant medieval outfields, 

the condition of their banks suggests that 

they are likely to be much more recent 

features, possibly of late 18th century 

date.  

damage was noted 

after their clearance. 

ongoing cattle 

damage. 

92545 Centred SW 37989 

35266 

Post medieval 

field system 

The current field system probably 

represents an adaptation of one laid out 

during the post-medieval period, its 

boundaries being  a mixture of relatively 

low stone-faced earth walls and rather 

more substantial stone-faced stone walls, 

the latter almost certainly representing 

boundaries created during the 19th 

century when the tenement of Trease was 

created. The primary entrance points into 

these fields from the south incorporate 

substantial granite gateposts. The fields 

are traversed by two public footpaths, the 

routes incorporating granite step stiles at 

a number of locations. 

Generally good. Retain and maintain all 

existing boundaries. 

92646 SW 38113 35202 

Sheds SW 38118 

Trease 

farmhouse and 

A dwelling house at Trease is first 

documented on the 1840 St. Just Tithe 

Mapping and (obliquely) in the 1841 

The surviving remains 

were conserved using 

a cement based 

Consider re-pointing 

the structure in a lime-

based mortar. 
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35196 sheds census. The cottage was subsequently 

occupied by miner-smallholders and 

seems to have gone out of use between 

1870 and 1880. The cottage was granite-

constructed with a two cell ground floor 

plan, these having separate entrances. 

Each cell had its own substantial fireplace. 

The floor of the larger western cell is of 

granite flagstones. Although the upper 

sections of the building have almost 

wholly collapsed, remnant ledges on the 

internal elevations indicate the location of 

an upper floor. This is likely to have been 

relatively low in height, and used solely as 

a sleeping and storage area. It is possible 

that the upper floor was only present on 

the western half of the building. The 

function of a roughly-square stone-faced 

feature abutting the north east corner of 

the farm house is unknown; this may be a 

post-abandonment feature. 

A small yard to the south of the 

farmhouse was accessed by a short 

section of hedged lane running towards 

the valley to the east. The 1877 OS 25” 

map showed a group of small sheds 

(probably pigsties and store buildings) 

immediately to the south of the cottage 

against its southern bank, but these had 

been demolished by 1907. 

mortar by a local 

group some years ago 

and are stable. Rubble 

fills the eastern cell of 

the building. 

No traces of the small 

outbuildings survive. 

Excavate rubble from 

eastern cell of building 

and conserve any 

additionally exposed 

walling. 

92647 SW 38108 35153 Documented 

enclosures 

adjacent to 

Trease barn 

The 1840 St. Just Tithe Map depicts four 

small enclosures immediately to the south 

west of the barn at Trease, the 

easternmost being described in the 

Apportionment as a ‘mowhay’ and 

Internal boundaries 

removed. Eastern 

boundary substantially 

scrubbed in. 

Maintain external 

boundary. Clear scrub. 
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containing the barn associated with the 

farmstead, the remainder as ‘inclosures 

from croft’. The boundaries between these 

enclosures survived until at least the mid-

1930s, but have now been removed. 

92648 SW 38131 35144 Trease barn 

and yard 

A two-storey gable-roofed barn is sited 

adjacent to a small yard to the north and 

a mowhay to the south at this location. It 

is assumed to be contemporary with the 

nearby Trease farmhouse and was 

therefore built circa 1840. The eastern 

wall of the building incorporates a small, 

blocked, ground level window flanked by 

granite quoins and topped by a granite 

lintel; the northern elevation gave onto a 

small enclosed yard, and included the 

ground level doorway into the building, 

with a tall window set immediately above 

this. Both are currently blocked in. The 

southern elevation is abutted by the 

remains of a set of steps giving access to 

the upper storey of the building. This 

elevation is covered in dense ivy and the 

location of the doorway to the upper floor 

cannot be seen at present. Adjacent to 

the southern side of the building was the 

associated mowhay (92649). The barn is 

likely to have continued to be used until a 

few decades ago, but following its disuse 

the condition of the building deteriorated 

to the point where it became unsafe and 

access to it was blocked off for safety 

reasons.  

The roof of the barn 

collapsed within the 

last decade and the 

doorways and windows 

have been blocked in 

using a mixture of 

granite (possibly 

representing early 

blockings) and breeze 

block (utilised for a 

recent blocking 

undertaken on safety 

grounds). Ivy covers 

the southern wall of 

the building. 

Stabilise and repoint 

structure. Consider 

reinstatement of roof 

structure with a 

scantle slate covering, 

as well as replacing 

the first floor 

timberwork. Remove 

blockings from 

doorways and windows 

and replace with 

timber doors and plain 

wooden shutters. 

92649 SW 38124 35136 Mowhay The 1840 St. Just Tithe Map depicts four 

small enclosures immediately to the south 

The boundary 

separating the 

Clear scrub. 
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west of the barn at Trease, the 

easternmost being described in the 

Apportionment as a ‘mowhay’ and 

containing the barn associated with this 

farmstead. This was incorporated with the 

nearby enclosures during the 20th century. 

The barn was evidently built at the edge 

of the enclosed land, and the enclosures 

and mowhay were created within 

improved croft land. 

mowhay from the 

adjoining enclosure 

has been completely 

removed. No traces of 

a mowhay structure 

(for instance in the 

form of staddle 

stones) were 

identified. Parts of this 

area are becoming 

overgrown.  

92650 SW 38164 35190 

SW 382168 35209 

Sites of two 

small buildings 

A small, square plan structure was 

depicted at the southern location on the 

1840 St. Just Tithe Map. Its function was 

not known and it was not described in the 

TA Apportionment. It is possible that it 

was a very small cottage, access to which 

was from the area to the east of the 

enclosed land at Trease; alternatively it 

might have been a small animal house or 

a mine building. A further small (and 

short-lived) structure was shown on the 

Tithe Map adjacent to the lane to Trease 

cottage and east of it. Again, this was not 

described in the TA Apportionment; this 

building had been demolished by 1877 

and its function is unknown. 

The majority of the 

structure has been 

demolished in the last 

few decades, leaving 

only a relatively short 

stretch of 1.1m high 

mortared walling 

incorporated into the 

property boundary. 

The area occupied by 

the footprint of the 

building retains no 

above-ground 

evidence for the 

building. 

No trace of the 

northern building 

survives within an 

overgrown area 

abutting the property 

boundary. 

Conserve surviving 

masonry of the 

southern building. 

Consider a small scale 

excavation to 

determine the survival 

of any buried elements 

of the building, if this 

can be agreed with the 

neighbouring 

landowner. 

92651 SW 37939 35106 

to SW 38092 

Outcrop 

workings 

A line of outcrop workings traverse much 

of the site, these being most evident 

The features almost 

wholly lie within areas 

Clear scrub to allow 

for survey and 
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34939 within the croft land, where they can be 

followed from its northern edge 

southwards through the sites of the un-

named shaft and Trease Shaft. Where 

accessible within this zone they take the 

form of up to 2m wide and 2m deep linear 

hollows with low flanking spoil dumps. To 

the south of the mine service buildings, 

the lode outcrop is marked by a linear 

group of relatively substantial but shallow 

pits with associated spoil dumps in their 

downslope edges. Equivalent pits formerly 

continued in the land to the south beyond 

the Trease boundary towards a further 

shaft at SW 38107 34882, but these 

agricultural enclosures have been 

improved and no above-ground traces of 

these features seem to have survived. 

Given the forms taken by these features, 

they clearly represent primary mining 

features at Boscaswell and are likely to be 

early 18th century or earlier in date, 

probably relating to an early working of 

Boscaswell Downs Mine. 

which are currently 

covered with bramble 

scrub, and are 

inaccessible. The line 

of the outcrop is, 

however, traversed at 

three points by 

footpaths, though the 

ground surface at 

these locations 

appears stable. 

condition assessment 

on which any 

subsequent 

management should 

be based. 

92652 Main site centred 

at SW 38025 

35021. Treweek’s 

Shaft at SW 

38164 34704 

North 

Boscaswell Mine 

North Boscaswell Mine was established in 

1906, and undertook the preliminary 

development work at the Trease Shaft 

and Treweek’s Shaft sites, the initial 

structures built including the temporary 

winder house, the service buildings and 

some of the earthwork. The mill was 

constructed post 1909. 

The mine sett was taken over by 

Boscaswell United Tin and Copper Mine 

The initial phases of 

the mining operation 

have left only limited 

physical remains – see 

component elements 

for detail. 

See the entry for 

Boscaswell United Tin 

and Copper Mine. 
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Ltd. in 1912. 

92653 Main site centred 

at SW 38025 

35021. Treweek’s 

Shaft at SW 

38164 34704 

Boscaswell 

United Tin and 

Copper Mine 

Boscaswell United Tin and Copper Mines 

Ltd was formed in 1912 to take over the 

working of the mining operations at 

Trease, continuing the underground 

development and exploitation. The mine 

was suspended on at least two occasions 

and suffered labour shortages during the 

Great War, resulting in it being placed on 

care and maintenance. The mine sett was 

taken over by Home Minerals Ltd. in 

1918. The work resumed at the end of the 

war seems to have been short lived, and 

activity was suspended in either 1919 or 

1920. Efforts to resuscitate operations 

continued through the 1920s and early 

1930s but failed, and Home Minerals Ltd. 

was no longer listed at Companies House 

after the mid-1930s. 

Many elements of this 

operation survive – 

see component 

elements for details. 

See the component 

elements of this site 

for detailed 

management 

recommendations.  

92654 SW 38183 35223 Shaft on 

eastern site 

boundary 

A mine shaft is incorporated into a field 

corner on the eastern boundary of the 

property. Given its location it is assumed 

to be one of a substantial number of 

closely-set ventilation shafts along the 

course of the Boscaswell Downs shallow 

drainage adit. 

This shaft is open to 

around 20m from 

surface. It is enclosed 

within a low stone and 

earth wall which is 

topped by a post and 

wire safety fence. 

Maintain as an open 

shaft but enhance the 

fencing to provide  

more suitable safety 

protection for a 

feature within an area 

with potential public 

access. 

92655 SW 38187 35189 Shaft adjacent 

to eastern site 

boundary 

A large excavation not far to the east of 

the property boundary at this location 

represents a further example of one of the 

Boscaswell Downs adit shafts which runs 

parallel and slightly to the west of the 

centreline of the valley between 

Boscaswell and Pendeen/Calartha. 

This shaft is open to 

around 20m from 

surface. It lies within 

an overgrown area to 

which there is 

currently no ready 

public access, and is 

None. The shaft should 

be retained as an open 

feature. 
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beyond the Trease 

property boundary. 

92656 SW 38353 34094 

via SW 38198 

35138 to SW 

38164 35309 

Boscaswell 

Downs adit 

shafts 

Documentary sources (including archive 

maps and aerial photographs) together 

with field evidence indicate the sites of a 

large number of shafts marking the 

course of the Boscaswell Downs shallow 

adit which runs from an portal within the 

valley near the Pendeen Watch 

coastguard cottages back inland towards 

the settlement of Pendeen and on under 

the carn to its south. This relatively early 

adit system drained the upper levels of 

various iterations of Boscaswell Downs 

Mine. This group of shafts includes 

Stewart’s Shaft (reopened during the 

North Boscaswell working) and possibly 

also Lowry’s Shaft. The adit is noted by 

Dines as coming to surface in the valley 

‘130 yds (118m) SE of Pendeen 

Coastguard Station’ , which would place 

the portal about half way along the 

northern edge of the Trease property 

boundary in a hummocked, scrubbed-in 

area of the valley. 

Most of the shafts 

have been blocked off 

at surface, and some 

may have been 

deliberately filled, 

though most retain the 

wire fences installed 

around the shaft 

mouths by Geevor 

Mine during the 1960s.  

These sites lie beyond 

the property 

boundary, though 

flank a public footpath 

from the nearby road 

to a stile on the Trease 

property boundary. If 

this route is to be 

promoted as an access 

to the Trease 

property, the condition 

of the shafts flanking 

the path should be 

periodically monitored. 

92657 SW 38254 34770 

(main road) to SW 

38116 34988 

(enters site) to 

SW 37931 35112 

Mine roadway A stone-surfaced 3m wide roadway 

connecting to the Morvah – St. Just road 

and entering the site on its southern 

boundary is traceable around the eastern 

and northern sides of the croftland 

forming its southern section and 

represents a formalised roadway laid out 

by North Boscaswell mine following its 

opening in the early 20th century. This 

The stone surfacing of 

this roadway has 

ensured that it 

remains a distinct 

feature, having 

prevented the growth 

of obscuring 

vegetation. Some 

erosion is present in 

Undertake minor 

repairs where 

necessary. 
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section of roadway seems primarily to 

have been constructed to enable carts to 

access the lower end of the dressing mill. 

areas which have been 

accessed by farm 

tractors. 

92658 SW 38114 35990 

to SW 38070 

35019 and SW 

38081 35014 to 

SW 38045 35093 

Mine roadway Distinct linear changes in vegetation cover 

visible on a 1973 PMB aerial photograph 

suggest the existence of further sections 

of roadway which would have linked the 

mine entrance to the south with the mine 

service buildings and the upper end of the 

dressing mill. 

These sections of mine 

roadway lie within an 

area which has 

become heavily 

scrubbed in. In one 

area where their route 

is crossed by a 

modern footpath, the 

roadway appears to 

have been around 3m 

wide and slightly 

raised above the 

prevailing ground 

surface. 

Clear scrub from 

roadway routes and 

flanking areas. This 

roadway might provide 

a suitable visitor 

access route to the 

southern end of the 

mill. 

92659 SW 38123 35012, 

SW 38063 35010, 

SW 38035 34989, 

SW 38017 34975 

Mine service 

buildings 

The documentation for North Boscaswell 

Mine/ Boscaswell United Tin and Copper 

Mines, taken together with archive 

photographs and the 1936 OS 6” map 

evidence and field remains indicate the 

sites of four large rectangular mine 

buildings in the southern part of the 

Trease property. These appear to have 

been constructed circa 1907, and housed 

the mine smithy and fitters’ shop, the 

carpenters’ shop, a commodious steam-

heated mine dry, the mine office, a mine 

foreman’s office, the mine stores and an 

assay office. It is uncertain within which 

of the four buildings these were sited, or 

whether some functions were 

accommodated within a further smaller 

building (92660) also recorded on the 

These buildings have 

suffered significant 

demolition, and were, 

until relatively 

recently, engulfed in 

dese scrub. The 

eastern building has 

disappeared 

completely, leaving no 

trace. The 

easternmost surviving 

building is now 

represented only by its 

southern wall and very 

low fragments of its 

other walls. The other 

two buildings now 

stand to just over 1 

Clear the remaining 

scrub and other 

vegetation from the 

interiors and the areas 

surrounding these 

buildings. Limited 

excavation may clarify 

the interpretation of 

these components of 

the mine. Some 

consolidation may be 

required to stabilise 

these ruins; the high 

standing wall of the 

easternmost example 

may need to be 

buttressed to enhance 

public safety, given 
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site. 

The easternmost of these buildings was 

sited against the south-eastern property 

boundary adjacent to the mine roadway 

from Pendeen, but has been demolished, 

leaving no trace, though map evidence 

suggests it would have measured 

approximately 15m x 5m in plan. The 

other three buildings were arranged in a 

line along the contour to its west, and 

have survived to varying degrees, though 

their conditions preclude interpretation of 

their former functions. All were single 

storey buildings under gabled roofs and 

measured (from east to west) 15m by 

5.6m, 11m by 5.6m and 17.75m by 7.5m 

in plan.  

The easternmost was constructed of 

poured mass concrete. Only its southern 

wall survives to its original height, this 

having had six large windows in this 

elevation. The remaining walls have been 

demolished, or have collapsed, and are 

now represented by rubble spreads. No 

diagnostic features were found within the 

interior of this building, which seems 

likely from the abundance of windows to 

have housed the mine office. 

The central building seems to have had 

masonry wall footings up to 1m high and 

appears to have had a central entrance on 

its northern wall and a further doorway at 

the centre of its rear (southern) wall, 

around which (as well as its western wall) 

there is a walkway defined by a further 

high. 

Preliminary scrub 

clearance of the 

interiors of these 

buildings has taken 

place. 

The central and 

western building would 

benefit from repointing 

in lime mortar, whilst 

the remaining wall of 

the eastern building 

should be assessed for 

stability. 

the inherently unstable 

nature of the surviving 

remains. 
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low wall which has, at its centre a short 

flight of steps giving onto the area to its 

south. Within the building, a tumbled 

mass of material in its north-western 

corner may represent the site of a forge, 

though the evidence for this is tenuous. A 

section of brick chimney lies on the floor 

within this building, helping to suggest 

that this might have been the mine 

smithy. 

The western building was also constructed 

off a dwarf masonry wall 1m high, and 

again had a centrally-placed entrance in 

its northern wall. Again, there are no 

diagnostic internal features within the 

building, though there are three sections 

of linear stonework one stone thick 

projecting northwards from its walls 

across the adjacent path. The original 

functions of these features is unclear. 

There was a window at the centre of the 

western wall, and there are the remains of 

a possible bench-like feature against the 

inside of the eastern wall. The proximity 

of this building to the winding engine 

boiler house and its size suggests that it 

might have been the miners’ dry. A 

photograph reproduced in Bullen 2000 

includes the western gable of this 

building, showing that it had a small 

window in this elevation, which was of 

rendered masonry, and a sheeted roof 

which was tied down with steel straps. 

92660 SW 38099 35047 Early mine 

building 

An approximately 8m by 3.5m plan 

rectangular building was recorded at this 

This area remained 

scrubbed in and 

Clear scrub within the 

documented location 
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location from at least 1840 (Tithe Map) 

until at least 1908. The former function of 

the building is unknown, though its 

location might suggest a powder 

magazine or similar building. 

unsurveyable at the 

time of the 2014 

survey. 

of the building to 

determine whether 

any evidence for it 

survives. 

92661 SW 38062 35055 Early mine 

building 

A small (approximately 6m x 4m plan) 

rectangular building was recorded at this 

location on the 1840 Tithe Map, but it 

appears to have been demolished by 

1877. The area within which it was sited is 

scrubbed in, and it is not possible at 

present to identify whether any features 

survive at its site.  Its function is 

unknown. 

This area remained 

scrubbed in and 

unsurveyable at the 

time of the 2014 

survey. 

Clear scrub within the 

documented location 

of the building to 

determine whether 

any evidence for it 

survives. 

92662 SW 28039 35032 Temporary 

winder house 

An early 20th century photograph 

(reproduced as a postcard) shows the 

early stages of the opening of Trease 

Shaft by the North Boscaswell Mining 

company. Shown adjacent and to the east 

of the shaft in this image is a gabled, 

timber-constructed, sheet-roofed  single 

storey building which housed the 

temporary winding engine used during 

shaft sinking operations. The building 

appears to have measured approximately 

7.5m x 3.5m in plan) and had a window 

and a single rope opening in its western 

elevation and a window and a large sliding 

door in its southern elevation. There was 

at least one window in the southern 

opening. A small chimney protruded from 

its roof. The building survived until at 

least the 1930s (OS map evidence), 

though may well have been adapted to 

other uses following the installation of the 

The structure has been 

removed, apparently 

leaving no physical 

traces, though it has 

to be noted that the 

area within which it 

stood remains covered 

in gorse scrub. It is 

possible that the 

engine mountings and 

the footprint of the 

building may still 

survive at this 

location. 

Clear gorse scrub to 

allow a search to be 

made for any surviving 

traces of this building. 
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permanent winding engine. 

92663 Engine house SW 

38005 35007 

 

Boiler house SW 

38010 35005 

Winding engine 

house and 

boiler house 

Following initial shaft sinking operations at 

shafts at Trease and at Treweek’s Shaft, 

the former being serviced by a temporary 

winding engine (92662), a permanent 

winding engine and associated boiler 

house was installed on a site to the west 

of the shaft and centred 23m from it. Only 

scanty details of the winding engine are 

available, but the field evidence suggests 

that a twin cylinder horizontal engine was 

installed within a relatively small-scale 

square plan building at this site. Archive 

photographs indicate that this was a 

single storey building clad in corrugated 

steel sheeting. The field remains consist 

of a 6.25m by 5.0m plan low masonry and 

brick dwarf walled building within which 

the recent scrub clearance has not 

revealed any diagnostic features. A 

photograph reproduced in Bullen 2000 

(p61) includes this building, which seems 

to have been of studwork construction 

with a sheet cladding. A power pole stood 

adjacent to the building on its western 

side. 

The boiler house was set to the south of 

the winding engine house, and was an 

elongated structure measuring 12m by 

2.5m. The building was partly set within 

an excavation into the hillside, and the 

only standing remains consist of a 

substantial mortared wall forming its 

eastern side. The head of this wall 

incorporates a small cement-faced tank 

Trees and scrub still 

occupy parts of the 

interiors of this 

building and their 

surroundings, 

preventing detailed 

interpretation of them. 

Clear remaining scrub 

to allow a detailed 

assessment of the 

conservation needs of 

the remains of this 

pair of buildings to be 

made. Some walling 

repairs are likely to be 

required. 
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and a rather more amorphous stone-

walled rectangular hollow. Archive 

photographs suggest that this building 

was clad and roofed in corrugated steel 

sheeting and was equipped with a tubular 

steel chimney. The western section of the 

building had a higher roofline than the 

eastern section. It is likely that steam 

from this boiler fed the Evans steam 

pump used for dewatering the mine 

workings. 

An overgrown spoil dump produced during 

the excavation of the area for the winding 

engine house and boiler house is centred 

at SW 37988 25022. 

92664 SW 38024 35022 Trease Shaft Trease Shaft (or Trease New Shaft, 

alternatively Wheal Fortune Shaft, 

alternatively Main Shaft) was the principal 

shaft utilised during the early 20th century 

re-opening of part of the former 

Boscaswell Downs setts.  It was described 

by some sources as having a double skip 

road and being sunk to a maximum of 

86m from surface. A pair of rusty tram 

rails protruding from the shaft cap 

represent original shaft guides. To the 

east of the shaft, an area of dense gorse 

scrub partly covers mass the remains of 

presently uninterpretable concrete and 

masonry features. 

The flat-topped waste dump which 

surrounds Trease Shaft is rectangular in 

plan at its southern end, where it is 

enclosed within a 1m high drystone wall. 

At its northern end, the dump is 

The shaft is currently 

covered with timber 

sleepers which are 

probably a least 20 

years old, though 

these are in good 

condition. Water 

stands within the shaft 

to between 8m from 

surface and 15m from 

surface, dependant on 

season. The shaft 

surroundings to the 

east and south are 

scrubbed in with 

gorse, making survey 

of these areas 

impossible. 

 

Clear scrub vegetation 

from the area 

surrounding the shaft 

and shaft dump to 

expose the shaft and 

the remains of the 

structure adjacent to 

it. Replace existing 

shaft covering with a 

galvanised steel grille. 

Retain the remains of 

the surviving shaft 

guides. 
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unenclosed, and spills down the slope. A 

small square concrete block on the ground 

surface adjacent to the shaft and to its 

south represents a Geevor survey station 

point. 

A 1906/7 postcard of the showing the 

shaft shows the temporary shaft sinking 

headgear – a simple braced shearlegs 

topped with a single sheave wheel a s a 

small flagstaff. A photograph taken circa 

1914 (reproduced in Bullen 2000) shows 

the permanent headframe – a 

conventional four-legged structure with 

twin sheave wheels, to the rear of which 

was an enclosed ore bin (probably 

containing a rock crusher) accessed by an 

external stairway, and an enclosed chute 

leading from this to the north feeding the 

head of the tramway to the mill. 

92665 SW 37989 35051 Unnamed shaft, 

possibly the 

19th century 

Trease Shaft 

An unnamed mine shaft (probably the 

original Trease Shaft worked during the 

19th century) lies 45m to the north north 

west of Trease or Main Shaft amidst a 

linear group of outcrop workings. It is 

unknown whether this shaft was actively 

worked during the early 20th century 

mining operations which took place here, 

though some sources refer to more than a 

further shaft being cleared out before 

Trease New Shaft was adopted as the 

principle one on the mine. There does not 

appear to be a spoil dump associated with 

this shaft. 

The area around this 

shaft is completely 

scrubbed in and 

inaccessible. The 

presence of a Geevor 

safety fence around 

the shaft suggests that 

it is likely to be open. 

Clear scrub from the 

area surrounding the 

shaft to allow an 

assessment of its 

condition and 

management 

requirements to be 

undertaken. The 

existing shaft fence 

will almost certainly 

need to be replaced 

and upgraded. Retain 

the shaft as an open 

feature if this is found 

to be the case. 
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92666 Reservoirs SW 

38060 35113 and 

SW 38007 35068 

Holding pond SW 

38135 35007 

The leat ran north 

north westwards, 

probably from the 

pond at SW 38391 

34548 to SW 

38129 34995 

Mine reservoirs 

and leat 

Water for the mill complex was supplied 

by a pair of rectangular reservoir ponds 

sited to the east and west of its southern 

uphill end. The eastern pond measures 

15m by 10m and the western measures 

20m by 10m; both are approximately 

3.5m deep. The southern side of the 

eastern example is faced in masonry. 

Spoil from the excavation of the reservoirs 

was utilised to produce bunds on their 

downslope sides. Scrub covering the pond 

sites obscured any detail of how their 

water was fed to the mill. 

The source of the water used to fill these 

reservoirs is unknown, though it could 

have been water pumped from Trease 

Shaft. An alternative source is suggested 

on the 173 PMB aerial photograph, which 

shows what appears to be a leat running 

more or less parallel with the mine 

roadway entering the site from the south, 

and probably emanating from a water 

source in Pendeen. This seems to have 

fed into a now overgrown sub-triangular 

area immediately outside the property 

boundary which could be interpreted as a 

header pond. 

The leat and southern 

probable reservoir lie 

outside the property 

boundary – neither 

could be surveyed 

because of the current 

level of scrub cover. 

The two mill reservoirs 

are also scrubbed in, 

though the 

easternmost can be 

accessed with some 

difficulty. 

The leat and possible 

header pond lie 

immediately outside 

the property 

boundary. 

Clear scrub vegetation 

from the interiors and 

surroundings of the 

reservoirs to make 

them both visible and 

accessible. 

92667 SW 38256 34698 

to SW 38025 

35022 

Tramway from 

Treweek’s Shaft 

to Trease Shaft 

Some documentary sources indicate that 

a tramway linked Treweek’s Shaft to 

Trease Shaft, so that ore-bearing material 

raised there could be trammed to the 

head of the gantry linking Trease Shaft to 

the mill downslope. A 1973 PMB aerial 

photograph clearly shows the route of this 

tramway, which entered the property on 

Obscured by scrub and 

other vegetation 

between the southern 

boundary and the 

section in the southern 

part of the site, but 

partially cleared from 

the footpath 

Clear scrub and other 

vegetation from the 

tramway route to 

make it visible. 
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its southern edge, ran down between the 

service buildings and on to Trease Shaft. 

The sections of the tramway from 

Treweek’s Shaft to the southern property 

boundary have been obliterated through 

land improvement. However, within the 

southern part of the site, an overgrown 

linear hollow 1.5m wide and up to 1m 

deep can be traced for 50m from the 

boundary wall to a point adjacent to the 

eastern wall of the central of the three 

buildings. At this point it crosses a 

footpath where it takes the form of a 

slightly raised earthwork. Northwards 

from this point, the tramway was carried 

on a stone-faced embankment 23m long 

and up to 1.5m high running onto the 

shaft dump to the east of the shaft itself. 

The tramway is likely to have been of 18” 

gauge. 

This embankment was evidently crossed 

by an access route, which is marked by 

flights of stone steps on either side of the 

embankment. Between the steps and the 

junction with the footpath the 

embankment has been widened from its 

original dimensions, possibly to provide a 

passing point for the tramway. This area 

also preserves evidence for a rectangular 

stone-constructed buttress projecting 

from the edge of the sump which may be 

associated with the tramway. 

northwards to Trease 

Shaft. The masonry 

section is generally 

stable, but currently 

not easy to access. 

92668 SW 38029 35024 

to SW 38036 

Tramway from 

Trease Shaft to 

Documentation indicates that a 55m long 

tramway on a gantry formerly linked 

Trease Shaft to the head of the mill and 

The route of the 

tramway is completely 

scrubbed in and 

Clearance of scrub 

along the tramway 

route might reveal 
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35094 the mill dressing floors, this being served by six 

ore tubs. It is likely given the site 

topography that this was wholly above 

ground, and was probably timber 

constructed. One timber socket was found 

adjacent to the base of the ore bin at the 

mill, but the remainder of the route of the 

tramway is currently too scrubbed in to 

allow survey of its route. 

inaccessible. It is 

unknown whether 

features associated 

with it survive along 

its route, 

features associated 

with it. 

92669 Centred SW 38025 

35109 

Boscaswell 

United dressing 

mill 

The Trease dressing floors were 

constructed after 1909 when the 

equipment from Worvas mill was acquired 

by Douglas Stueart. Descriptions of the 

contents of the mill vary (and some 

accounts may be inaccurate) but it seems 

to have had a substantial ore bin and rock 

breaker at its upper end, this feeding ten 

head of Californian stamps. The product 

from this went via two pairs of three 

pocket classifiers to a pair of Pinder 

Tables and a Record Table and then, via a 

tube mill, to a further Pinder Table and 

settling strips on the lowest floor of the 

mill. The concentrate was then assed to 

the Merton Calciner (92670) and the 

finishing floors. The mill also contained, as 

a power source, a twin cylinder horizontal 

steam engine powered by a pair of 

vertical marine boilers. These may also 

have powered a small air compressor and 

also fed steam to the miners’ dry and 

blacksmiths’ shop. 

Plans drawn up for the Trease mill show a 

conventional stepped arrangement for this 

period, the mill be set on three levels, the 

Substantial parts of 

the interior of the mill 

have recently been 

cleared of the dense 

scrub which had 

covered them for 

many decades. Some 

areas remain scrubbed 

in and obscured. There 

is also some rubbish 

within this area. Some 

sections of standing 

stonework have been 

damaged or have 

deteriorated, requiring 

conservation attention. 

Clear remainder of 

scrub and rubbish 

from the mill interior 

and flanking area. 

Undertake 

conservation repairs to 

damaged structures 

using appropriate 

mortar mixtures. Open 

up access route from 

the shaft site to the 

south, through the mill 

and, via the calciner 

and tin floors, back to 

the mine roadway to 

the north. Consider 

installing a discreetly-

sited interpretative 

information panel 

within the mill. 
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ore bin and stamps being at the upper 

end, the table section on the next level 

down and the regrind mill and finishing 

tables, a possible dumb buddle and the 

settling tanks being on the lowest level. It 

appears, however, that the site was not 

amenable for this proposed design being 

constructed and the as built design is both 

considerably more flat in terms of its 

layout and also rather more extensive. 

A photograph reproduced in Bullen 

(2000), erroneously described as having 

been taken in 1932 (but dating to 1914) 

includes a distant view of the mill from 

the south west. The detail of the mill is 

unclear, but it can be seen to have had 

several distinct roofed sections, and a pair 

of small tubular steel chimneys near its 

upper end. 

The solidly constructed inverted conical 

base for the ore bin, set behind a 

substantial wall, is at the upper end of the 

mill. Slightly downslope and to its east are 

two elongated, free-standing stone and 

concrete pillars which would have carried 

a tramway in to the mill at the head of the 

stamps. A third, of slightly different form 

(and somewhat damaged) is downslope 

again, there being a pair of curve-topped 

plinths on its southern side, possibly the 

site of a small compressed air receiver. To 

the west of the lower plinth is the site of 

the mill engine; the mountings for the two 

marine boilers which fed this could not be 

located. An elongated slot framed by two 
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walls extends south from the mill engine 

mountings, whilst at the upper western 

edge of this part of the mill is a small 

cement rendered tank. Short flights of 

granite steps lead into the mill from the 

west and the south. 

Immediately to the south, a grid of twelve 

tall bolts protruding from a concrete floor 

marks the site of the ten head Californian 

stamps battery – these bolts would have 

secured together a grid of heavy timbers 

on which the stamps were sited. A wall to 

the west of the stamps site carries a 

mounting with four bolts which may 

represent the point at which power was 

transferred to the stamps. An alternative 

power source is suggested by six bolts 

protruding from a substantial concrete 

mounting immediately to the east of the 

stamps site. 

The next floor down is documented as 

having sited two Pinder tables and the 

Record table. Whilst the mounting plinths 

for the former are clearly evident, those 

for the Record table are not, though this 

area also sites a large flat concrete plinth 

at its upper end. 

The lowest floor of the mill has, at its 

upper edge, an elongated concrete plinth 

which seems likely to have mounted the 

regrind tube mill, the mounting plinths for 

the third Pinder table and the remains of a 

pair of elongated rectangular settling 

tanks. The remains of a further settling 

tank of slightly smaller size are sited 
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immediately to the west of this part of the 

mill, whilst a curving wall terminal on the 

wall which runs externally to the mill 

building on its eastern side may suggest 

the site of a small, circular dumb buddle. 

It might have been that the mill was 

originally intended to be rather more 

extensive than was eventually 

constructed, or a second phase of 

expansion might have been planned, as 

the earthwork cut within which the mill 

stands is substantially larger than the mil 

that was constructed within it, particularly 

to the east, where there are indications of 

the sites of at least one additional small 

building adjacent to one of the flights of 

steps into the building complex. 

Marks on the edges of some of the 

concrete floors suggest that the mill was 

of timber studwork construction, clad in 

corrugated steel sheets, but until further 

detailed scrub and leaf litter clearance is 

undertaken, the original extent of the 

section of this complex which was roofed 

is not possible to determine. 

92670 SW 37989 35140 Merton calciner A Merton Furnace (a form of ore calciner) 

was erected a little way downslope from 

the foot of the mill to burn off sulphides 

from the ore to clean it prior to final 

cleaning and sale. The furnace measured 

7m x 5m in plan, whilst its paired dust 

chambers to the west again measure 7m 

x 5m in plan. These incorporate a short 

chimney in their south western corner. 

The calciner is largely constructed in 

Partial demolition of 

the furnace has taken 

place, resulting in the 

loss of its roof and 

parts of its 

superstructure, as well 

as its eastern wall. 

Some of its ironwork 

has been dismantled 

and is scattered 

Treat contaminated 

elements of this 

feature, and follow up 

with stabilisation 

works using a 

conservation grade 

lime mortar mix, 

together with limited 

rebuilding in stone, 

concrete repairs and 
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granite masonry, though incorporates 

some concrete, steel and brick 

components. The dust chambers are 

constructed of rubble stonework with 

mass concrete roofs, whilst the chimney is 

of rubble granite with brick drip rings. 

nearby. 

The dust chambers 

have been vandalised 

to a degree.  

Much of this element 

of the site is 

contaminated with 

arsenical material. 

the installation of steel 

props where required.  

92671 SW 38003 35148 Tin floors At the lower end of the Trease mill 

dressing floors and extending eastwards 

from the Merton Calciner are the remains 

of a walled yard measuring 21m x 6m in 

plan which was probably original roofed or 

part-roofed. Within this area, where the 

dressed and calcined tin was cleaned up 

prior for sale, are a 4m diameter conical 

centred buddle and an arrangement of 

bolts which evidently secured a piece of 

now-removed machinery. A Pinder table is 

documented as having been sited in this 

building, though none of the concrete 

mountings characteristically used to 

support such a device are present. Whilst 

the eastern end of the building has a 2m 

section of return walling, it seems likely 

that the remainder of the yard was 

enclosed within a timber wall, or was open 

to the elements on its northern side.  

Immediately to the south of the tin floors 

is an elongated rectangular tank faced n 

cement render and to the south again are 

a further 4m diameter conical buddle and 

a pair of rectangular tanks which Bill 

North understands were used for copper 

Much of the scrub has 

been cleared from 

these features, though 

further clearance 

would probably aid in 

the interpretation of 

some of its features. 

The ironwork 

components may be 

judged vulnerable to 

theft. 

Some minor clearance 

and conservation 

works are required to 

the components of this 

feature, including the 

small building to the 

north east. 

Clear scrub from the 

remainder of the tin 

floors, buddles and 

settling tanks/ Recover 

displaced ironwork 

from calciner and treat 

to prevent further 

corrosion. Conserve 

tanks and buddles 

where required. 

The scrubbed in area 

to the south of the 

wall joining the 

powder house/sore to 

the tin floors should be 

cleared, as this may 

contain as yet 

unrecorded mine 

dressing floor features. 
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precipitation (pers. comm. to Peter 

Joseph). An elongated wall extending 

eastwards from the single tank terminates 

in a small rectangular building adjacent to 

the mine roadway. Given its position this 

may either have been a store for finished 

black tin or possibly the mine’s powder 

house. 

Some dismantled sections of the ironwork 

from the Merton calciner are scattered 

within this area, having been revealed by 

the recent scrub clearance. 

92672 SW 37889 35167 Unnamed shaft A large, near-circular, 4m high mound of 

material in one of the Trease fields at this 

location almost certainly reflects the site 

of one of the North Boscaswell adit shafts. 

The mound has taken this form since at 

least 1946, when it was shown on an RAF 

stereo aerial photograph. 

The shaft dump seems 

to have been 

reprofiled and there 

are no indications of 

the shaft opening. The 

means by which it was 

closed are unknown. 

Monitor this feature for 

any indications of 

subsidence. The 

erection of a post and 

wire fence around the 

base of the mound 

might be a sensible 

precautionary 

measure. 

92673 SW 37796 35290 Unnamed shaft A three sided stone-walled enclosure 

closed off on its seaward side by a post 

and wire fence seems likely from its 

location, size and form to be that around 

a mine shaft, though no trace of a shaft 

opening is currently visible here. There is 

no associated shaft dump, and from its 

position, it seems unlikely that this is one 

of the North Boscaswell shallow adit 

shafts. 

The shaft is within a 

stone walled enclosure 

on three sides and a 

post and wire fence to 

the north. The ground 

inside this enclosure is 

overgrown and level, 

and there are no 

indications of a shaft 

mouth. The means by 

which the shaft was 

closed off are 

unknown. 

Maintain walling and 

fencing around this 

feature and monitor 

for any subsidence of 

the blocking to the 

shaft opening. 
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92674 SW 37746 35281 Adit portal A shallow adit entrance is set back a short 

distance away from the coast path under 

a prominent section of drystone walling 

immediately to the west of the property 

boundary. The feature is accessed via an 

excavated lobby through which the water 

issuing from it drains. This would seem to 

be a shallow adit associated with Trease 

Shaft, and locally known as Nanny 

Heskyn’s Well (pers. comm. Pip Morse), 

the projected course of the adit running 

through all of the shafts documented 

within the property and beyond it to the 

south. It may well be one of the adits 

documented as excavated by the North 

Boscaswell Mine adventurers and their 

successors in Dines (1956), though their 

Deep Adit was cut from the back of a 

zawn in the cliffs near Mill Zawn near SW 

37869 35564, though apparently only for 

a distance of 34m (Dines 1956). 

This feature lies 

outside the Trease 

property boundary, 

but is within the NT 

Boscaswell Cliff 

holding. The entrance 

to the adit appears to 

be substantially 

blocked, although 

water still flows from it 

and is channelled out 

through the adit lobby, 

across the coast path 

in a stone bolt and out 

to the adjacent 

cliffslope. 

Monitor for any 

changes. 

92675 SW 37965 35387 Remains of 

structure on 

northern 

property 

boundary 

A short stretch of mortared walling and 

what appear to be the remains of a rather 

more substantial attached structure 

incorporated into the northern boundary 

of the enclosed land adjacent to the valley 

side seem to be part of a group of large 

settling tanks set downstream from the 

Boscaswell downs dressing floors on the 

1877 OS 25” mapping. On the 1907 

mapping these appear to have been 

replace by a smaller structure at the same 

location, whose form more closely reflects 

what survives under scrub at this location. 

The majority of this 

structure lies under 

dense scrub just 

outside the property 

boundary, though 

forms part of it. In its 

present condition it is 

not possible to 

interpret its former 

function. 

Clear scrub to allow 

extent, nature and 

condition survey. 
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Fig 3. An extract from Norden’s late 17th century map of Penwith 

showing the location and character of the project area. 

Fig 4. An extract from Joel Gascoyne’s 1699 map of Cornwall 

showing the location of the project area. 
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Fig 5. An extract from Martyn’s mid-18th century map of 

Cornwall showing the project area. 

Fig 6. An extract from the 1st Series OS 1” to a mile mapping dating to the first 

decade of the 19th century showing the project area. 
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Fig 7. The project area at Trease as shown on the circa 1840 St. Just Tithe Map. 

Fig 8. The project area at Trease as shown on the circa 1877 OS 1st Edition 25” to 

the mile mapping. 
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Fig. 9. The project area at Trease as shown on the circa 1907 2nd Edition OS 25” to a 
mile mapping. 

Fig 10. Trease, as shown on the circa 1936 OS 6” to a mile 

mapping. 
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Fig 11. Trease, as shown on a 1973 Potato Marketing Board 

aerial photograph. 

Fig 12. An enlargement of the area of the 1973 AP 
showing the North Boscaswell mine complex. 
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Fig 13. CCC 2005 aerial photography showing the project area at Trease. 

Fig 14. The project area at Trease showing the locations of sites recorded in the 

Cornwall and Scilly HER. 
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Fig 15. Archaeological features at Trease plotted by the National Mapping 

Programme. 

Fig 16. Historic Landscape Character mapping for Trease, showing the origins of this 

landscape as Anciently Enclosed Land (farmland medieval), shown in dark green. 
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Fig 17. OS 2m interval contour mapping, indicating the topography of the Trease 

project area. 

Fig 18. The extent of the coastal SSSI in relation to the Trease project area. 
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Fig 19. A postcard of North Boscaswell Mine taken during the early stages 

of the sinking of Trease Shaft circa 1906. Note the temporary winder 

house to the right of the shaft, the kibble between the men standing over 

the shaft mouth, and the bracken growth in the surrounding area. 

Fig 20. A postcard of the interior of the mill at Giew, which 

utilised some of the mill equipment used at Trease. One of 

the Pinder Tables can be seen in the foreground. 
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Fig 21. An undated flow sheet for the Trease Mill 

(Geevor Archive). 

Fig 24. An illustration of a Record 

Table, one of which was used in 

the Trease Mill. 

Fig 23. An illustration of a Pinder 

Table, three of which were 
employed in the Trease Mill. 

Fig 22. A Cochran 

marine boiler, a pair 

of which powered the 

equipment in the 

Trease Mill. 
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Fig 25. The 2014 amended version of Peter Joseph’s measured survey of 

Trease Mill.  
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Fig 26. The 2014 measured survey of Trease Farmhouse.  
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Fig 28. A reconstruction of the southern elevation of Trease Farmhouse. The 

scale figure is 1.8m tall. 

Fig 27. The southern elevation of Trease farmhouse. 
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Fig 29. The 2014 measured survey of Trease Barn. As all of the wall openings 

were blocked, no internal elevations could be recorded. 
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Fig 30. The southern and western elevations of the barn at Trease, showing the 

remains of the stairs to the upper floor, and the ivy covering almost the whole of the 

northern elevation. 

Fig 31. The northern and eastern elevations of the barn at Trease, showing the 
blocked openings. 
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  Fig 32. The somewhat enigmatic walling adjoining the northern boundary  of the 

project area, depicted by the OS as the site of a set of settling tanks in 1877 and 

a mine building in 1907. The Tithe Map suggests that this was part of the walling 

of the header pond serving Pendeen Stamps just downstream. CHECK 

Fig 33. A stone faced stone wall at Trease, typical of those found on farmland at 

Boscaswell and probably of late 18th or early 19th century date. 
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Fig 34. A stone faced earth wall incorporating a step stile in the north western part of 
the Trease fields. 

Fig 35. A substantial stone faced stone wall topped with field clearance stone near 

the centre of the Trease property. 
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Fig 36. An element of the banked fields at the western edge of the property. 

Fig 37. Surviving granite gateposts at the opening into fields abutting the croftland. 
Note the surfaced track running into this field. 
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Fig 38. The standing southern wall of the easternmost of the Boscaswell United 

service buildings at the southern end of the site. Constructed of mass concrete, this 

wall panel is inherently unstable, and will probably need buttressing. 

Fig 39. The lower remains of the westernmost of the service buildings. The exact 

functions of these three structures could not be determined during the field 

survey. 
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  Fig 40. The low remains of the winding engine house serving Trease Shaft. 

Fig 41. The western end of the remains of the boiler house adjacent to the winding 
engine house to the west of Trease Shaft. 
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  Fig 42. The walling defining the western side of the Trease Shaft spoil dump. 

Fig 43. Trease Shaft (under the timber cover) and associate masonry features to its 

left. 
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Fig 44. The steps leading up the eastern side of the tramway embankment linking 
Trease Shaft to Treweek’s Shaft to the south. 

Fig 45. These drill steels and wire fencing mark the site of the un-named shaft to the 
north of Trease Shaft. It is assumed that the shaft is still open. 
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  Fig 46. The solidly-constructed ore bin base at the head of the mill. 

Fig 47. The plinths which carried the tramway from the shafts and ore bin to the 

head of the stamps in the mill. 
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  Fig 48. Adjacent to the lowest tramway plinth and mill engine site are two curved-

topped supports (centre), which may have held a small compressed air receiver. 

Fig 49. Three lines of four bolts are the only evidence for the ten head Californian 

stamps battery. The bolts would have secured the solid timber base on which the 

stamps were set. 
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  Fig 50. Almost completely buried under brambles in the left hand side of this view 
are the pits and mountings on which the mill engine was sited. 

Fig 51. Pinder Table mountings on the table floor of the mill. 
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  Fig 52. The lowest floor in the mill. Another Pinder Table was sited on the plinths in 

the foreground, whilst a tube mill was located on the low plinth at the rear of this 

section of the mill. 

Fig 53. The chimney and dust chambers attached to the Merton calciner as seen 

from the south. 
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Fig 54. The Merton Furnace viewed from the east showing the surviving metalwork 

at its centre. 

Fig 55. Looking northwards across the interior of the Merton Furnace, showing the 

remains of its brick hearthbox. 
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Fig 56. The northern elevation of the Merton Furnace and dust chambers 

(after Joseph). 

Fig 57. The western elevation of the dust chambers 
(after Joseph). 
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Fig 58. An isometric drawing of the Merton Furnace and dust 

chambers (after Joseph). 

Fig 59. Drawings of the 

metalwork associated 

with the spindle of the 

Merton Furnace (after 
Joseph). 
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Fig 60. A survey of the Merton Furnace and dust chambers (after Joseph) with 

additional 2014 detail of the tin yard features and the small building to the 

east. 
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  Fig 61. Looking eastwards across the remains of the Merton Furnace towards the 

finishing floors. 

Fig 62. Looking eastwards across the finishing floors, showing the convex round 

buddle and (foreground) one of the bolts which held down an unidentified piece of 

machinery. 
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Fig 63. Discarded ironwork from the Merton Furnace, probably one part of the ore 
discharge arrangements. 

Fig 64. Looking westwards across the small building near the finishing floors 
towards the Merton Furnace. 
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Fig 65. The open adit shaft on the eastern boundary of the property. 

Fig 66. The shaft dump in one of the northern fields at Trease. 
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  Fig 67. HE aerial photograph F68/167 taken in June 2005 showing the landscape 

context for the Trease property. 

Fig 68. HE aerial photograph F68/143 taken in June 2005, again showing the 
Trease property at the centre of the view. 
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Fig 69. The 2014 survey of the Trease property. Each inventory number should be 
preceded by 926 for the NT PRN number. 
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Fig 70. Inventory feature locations for the central area of mining remains at 
Trease. Again, these should be preceded by 926 for the full NT PRN number. 
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